
GRE | GMAT 
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Test Prep

Take the GRE, GMAT, or CBEST 
With Confidence and Solid Strategies
For more than 28 years, students have been maximizing 
their test-taking potential with Test Prep courses at 
SDSU Global Campus. You’ll learn important strategies, 
expectations, and content information about exams that are 
critical to the next step of your academic career.

All Online Test Prep Sessions Are Held 
on Saturdays at 9 am

Instructors
The online courses are taught by outstanding, fully 
credentialed instructors from BTPS Testing, many of whom 
have authored books on their topics of expertise. Read their 
bios at neverstoplearning.net/testprep.

Duration
Each session offers 20–22 hours of online instruction and 
important in-class practice testing, plus take-home online 
practice testing.

Textbooks
Books and materials for each online course are included in 
the course fee. The CliffsNotes Test Prep books are written 
by BTPS Testing. We’ll mail you the required texts once you 
successfully enroll in a course.

Free Repeat Policy
Repeat a course as often as you like. Save your proof of 
initial registration and payment, and reregister before the 
class begins to ensure there’s still space.

The exam fee is separate from the Test Prep fee. Course 
dates are subject to change. Check the website for the most 
current information: 

neverstoplearning.net/testprep
Summer 2020

Expert Instruction +  
Free Repeat Policy = 

Success

Test Prep at SDSU

Two Ways to Register 

1. Online

neverstoplearning.net/testprep

2. By Phone

(619) 594-5152



CBEST — California Basic Educational 
Skills Test | $385

Written or Computer-Based Test 

Pass this important California state teacher’s 
exam, with expert in-class instruction, successful 
test-taking strategies, computer assisted 
information, and practice testing by topic area: 
mathematics, reading comprehension and essay 
writing. Class instruction includes a review of 
problem solving skills and math concepts, as well 
as approaches to help you improve your reading 
comprehension and essay writing skills. 

Textbook: CliffsNotes Test Prep CBEST® 

Summer 2020 Session 
June 13, 20, 27 | 9 am–3 pm

GMAT — Graduate Management Admission 
Test | $515 

Computer-Adaptive Test 

Identify your strengths and target your 
weaknesses as you learn about the GMAT 
content, question types, test-taking strategies, 
scoring and computer adaptive testing. Subject 
areas covered are: math ability (problem-solving 
and data sufficiency), reading comprehension, 
sentence correction, critical reasoning, integrated 
reasoning, and analytical essay writing 
assessment. Two textbooks include multiple 
simulated and official practice tests, important 
in-class practice by topic, and online integrated 
reasoning practice. 

Textbooks: CliffsNotes Test Prep GMAT® and the Official 
Guide Quantitative Review by GMAC 

GRE® General Test Graduate Record Exam | $515

Section-Level Adaptive Computer-Based Test 

Review concepts and skills in the three subject 
areas of the GRE® General Test: quantitative 
reasoning (arithmetic, algebra, geometry, 
data analysis, data interpretation, and 
word problems); verbal reasoning (reading 
comprehension, text completion, and sentence 
equivalence); and analytical writing essay tasks 
(analyze an issue and analyze an argument). 
The textbook includes four full-length practice 
tests for enhanced home study. 

Textbook: CliffsNotes Test Prep GRE® General 

Summer 2020 Sessions 
May 30–July 11 (no class on July 4) | 9 am–12:30 pm

or

July 25–August 29 | 9 am–12:30 pm

neverstoplearning.net/testprep




